
Innovative Sustainable 
Design + Implementation + ROI

It’s the foundation of everything 
we do. By utilizing dynamic group 

approaches that advance innovative 
design thinking, we unlock value by 

detecting our clients’ untapped 
competitive capabilities. 

From inception through profitable 
implementation, we drive verifiable 

ROIs within conventional
budget limits.



OUR JOURNEY

2020 and BEYOND
We’ve all recognized that for the 

foreseeable future building 
spaces where we LIVE WORK 

and SHOP must undergo 
dramatic improvements for 

INDOOR AIR QUALITY
WATER HEALTH+SAFETY



Our main areas of focus are born 
from seeing firsthand just how much 

really needs to be done to improve 
the way the world uses resources. 

We modernize how our clients 
profitably manage water and 

provide safe indoor air quality. 

Monetizing Sustainable Design and 
Development also includes 

optimizing energy to make our 
world work towards change.



RESTORING CONFIDENCE FOR CONSUMERS AND BUSINESSES
If you reject the idea that things are somehow going back to how they were, then you're way 
ahead of the game. Those who think otherwise will find the transition much more difficult.

There are plenty of adjustments we're going to have to make.

One way we help clients is designed to empower owners and operators across large and small 
businesses alike to prioritize the health of staff, visitors, customers and stakeholders. We design 
WELL Health-Safety Rating programs to guide businesses and others in preparing their spaces 

for re-entry as we all face the responsibility of responding to COVID-19.

Cleaning
Sanitization

Emergency 
Preparedness

Health Services 
Resources

Air + Water Quality

Stakeholder 
Engagement



LIVE WORK AND
SHOP SAFELY

Our main areas of focus are 
born from seeing firsthand just 

how much really needs to be 
done to reverse the impact of 

missed opportunities.

During the height of energy 
efficiency, IGT advocated for 

advanced real-time indoor air 
quality and monitoring 

controls. 

It was taken off the table 
and now that’s exactly what we 

all need to get back into our 
buildings safely. ROI



INNOVATIVE SUSTAINABLE 
DESIGN + IMPLEMENTATION 

It’s the foundation of everything 
we do. By utilizing dynamic group 

approaches that advance innovative 
design thinking, we unlock value by 

detecting our clients’ untapped 
competitive capabilities.


